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About This Game

Chef allows you to personally don a kitchen apron and embark on an exciting career in the wild world of professional cooking.
Starting with nothing but pocket change, a small restaurant, and an ambitious dream, you’ll ascend from the life of a humble

cook to that of a world-famous chef.

Nothing will prevent you from deciding how to climb to the top of the food chain. Prepare yourself for a true sandbox
experience in which all your management choices matter as you build your gastronomic empire. What will it be? A steakhouse?

A vegan paradise? A pasta palace? An experimental cooking lab? Only you can figure out which path is best for your
establishment.

FEATURES LIST

Create your own avatar and level them up across 6 different skill trees with more than 100 abilities to choose from.

Full restaurant management: Create the restaurant’s location and layout, hire the staff, design the menu, and determine
the restaurant’s policies.

Customize every aspect of your restaurants: Choose from over 150 different variations for floors and walls, and over
200 appliances and decorations that can be individually placed and colored.

Experiment with a realistic recipe editor: Use the skills and ingredients at your disposal to create one-of-a-kind dishes
that are accurately rated by taste and aroma.
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Choose your own cooking style: Specialize in meat or seafood, go vegetarian or vegan, or offer a vast selection of spicy
or exotic dishes. The choice is yours and the world will react to it accordingly.

Hundreds of events and minor storylines will weave an emergent narrative around your choices and actions.

Extended modding support: Getting tired of the game after playing it for two hundred hours? Thanks to Chef’s mod
support, you will never run out of fresh content to enjoy!
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Title: Chef: A Restaurant Tycoon Game
Genre: Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Inner Void
Publisher:
Digital Tribe
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+ (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+ @ 3.2GHz

Memory: 3000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 630, AMD Radeon HD6570, or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English
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An addictive and creative gameplay. Individual level challenges add a lot of enjoyable replayability value.. Goog game.Igot
drunk.. I do recommend this game but i find the lack of control/options over the AI can cause problems it has kicked me
in♥♥♥♥♥when i was playing the adventure i set my toon to one of the jobs and let the AI take over for a few minutes to gather
some basic stuff for the next mission (so i could build a house right away) when i came back all the armour and equipment i had
was gone i can only assume the AI recycled them

i also think there also needs to be a way to set jobs for the town inspite of that in the current state the villigers are capable of
fighting the massive hordes you face which can messy when your defences fall apart.. Pretty glitchy, but its expected from an
early access game. But it has a lot of potential and when it works properly it's pretty fun.. Well after many hours I'm finally done
with this game. I wanted to keep playing. It has all the wonderful aspects of an addictive CCG. Opening packs, nice card art,
interesting gameplay. What is it that finally killed the game for me? Arena Trolls. After you complete the campaign (which isn't
finished BTW), there is only guild wars and Arena play left. Guild wars is just 45 quick matches over the course of 36hrs so
there isn't enough there to keep an avid player going. So what's left? The Arena. Even if you only play the lowest level which is
called "Limited". Even if you have mastered tactics and gameplay. You WILL lose more than you win. Why? Because the
Arena is rampant with players who have put together the perfect decks. Either by grinding in game currency to buy singles OR
they spent real money on the game. Good for them... I'm happy for them, I really am. At the same time, I'm tired of players who
are no better than I am, winning everytime because they are bringing unbeatable decks to the Arena. I have 30K wins overall in
the game (mostly in Guild Wars) so I know how to play. These players are still unbeatable because of the decks they bring to the
lowest of 3 levels of Arena. Anyway, unless you have unbelievable patients, you don't care if you lose all the time OR you are
ready to spend a lot of money....stay well clear of this game. This is the ultimate example of pay to win.. Still better shooter than
CoD. I had a very fun charming afternoon with this game. Not sure what all the fuss is about or what people were expecting. But
I found it to be a very enjoyable experience. Some of those secret scares are really challenging and rewarding. Also had no bug
issues in the latest build.. A game for all ages! RECOMMENDED! Overall rating!: 9\/10

Hyss is a third-person puzzle game!

The visuals are stunning and game still looks great with lower settings!
The games puzzles gets progressively harder and have to use alot of creativity to beat some of the puzzles!
I am very curious how my nephew will enjoy this game!

Visuals: 9\/10
Music: 10\/10
Gameplay: 8\/10
Cows: 10\/10
Challange: 8\/10. Well, i'll start with a fact that it's the best slasher i've ever played.
I don't really like nowadays' Indie-games, but this one is amazing.
What do you need from the game? Zombies? Here are they. Upgrades? Yeye. Tons of enemies to be killed? Hell, yeah!
If you don't want to think, but really want to rest while shooting thousand or two of zombies - this is definetelly your game.
And since it's just EA and already so sweet, imagine what can it become.
So, deserved 10  thousands zombies  of 10.
Buy it instantly, don't miss a moment.. This game is pretty cool in concept and I enjoy the class system but buy it from SBM or
get it in a bundle because you won't get much out of it. You'll be lucky to find anyone ever playing. There are groups that
schedule events for matches but due to life a lot of poeple can only join up for a good game or two before there are so few
people you can't play. I like it but online only is like wtf. Once you play it you'll see why it probably doesnt have AI, you can't
fly and fight at the same time, you just can't. I fell out of the sky constantly just trying to use the airships cannons. So I just
stuck to flying mostly, gliders are sweet and such. I only paid $1.35 for this on SBM but... but it sucks.
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Silly fun cricket, can you hit a six?. I enjoyed this game a lot, its for patient open minded people. I read the uncensored version
elsewhere, but decided to buy it here to support the people who made it. There is very little info about the game online or
walkthroughs so I will post the codes here to help people who get stuck.

code 1: 0001 which is space 3 times then dot dot dot once
code 2: 2236

Megane mode code: Just adds glasses. No extra content, first code is changed to 1000 in megane mode and a lot of stuff is
backwards - I tried 6322 as the second code and nothing happens. There may be hidden content here, currently unknown.

Extra info:  Be warned the game will teleport you back to different spots if you put the wrong code in. 0001 worked for me, just
reload if you are teleported back. The possibility of hidden content is quite high, towards the end you need to push through a
time loop several times, just keep going - there are also several bad ends that are short and can be avoided easily. . Loved this
game <3 u <3. I'm always glad to see innovative tabletop games make the jump to the digital realm, and Khet 2.0 doesn't
disappoint. Roughly speaking, it's like chess with lasers. Pew pew!. I mean it was Colins last car.It has the same sound as Ford
Focus 2001 rally and the handling remind of that car too BUUUTTTT it look nice and to drive in DR2 is awesome.AND IT
WAS DRIVE BY COLIN FFS BUY IT ALREADY. The most fun I've ever had getting heart palpitations. This game is that
intense.
10/10 would almost have a heart attack again.. I'm kinda really biased as it is made by my national and online friend but the
original game is surprisingly gripping despite it's simplicity so I suggest giving it a try, and buying this obligatory pop culture
reference package if you really enjoy it, to show some support to dev.

Patch 27 - Advanced Policies - v0.6.4:
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A new, juicy update has gone live: we expanded the entire Policies System, adding another layer of depth and strategy to the
game!

You will now be able to finely tune each category of advertisement, target specific customers groups and/or drive away some of
them! The update also come with a completely reworked UI, easier to use and clearly diplaying all important data!

Changelog

Completely reworked how Policies works, with the addition of an apply button and hourly costs.

Added multiple stances to each Policy.

Advanced Policies are now unlocked via events.

Reworked and extended all marketing policies to allow players to both extend their influence on the map and filter
desired customers.

Added decision to search for new potential employees directly in the Staff Panel.

Reworked the Policies UI to be clearer and better looking.

Fixed an issue seeing customers seating without facing the table.

Fixed an issue with the Ambience rating when moving to a new restaurant.

Tutorial Images are not a little blurry anymore.

Fixed a bug with policies not working properly after reloading.

. Patch 06 - Changelog:
Another nice update for Chef, bringing both contents and fixes!

Changelog

Existing furniture can now be easily moved and sold with a single click!

All tools with a maintenance cost now have the value clearly displayed when buying them.

Added "Fat" tag for certain ingredients.

Butter has been removed as a requirement from some dessert Templates, in order to allow players to create Vegan
desserts.

Added new skills to high tier Chefs.

Customers balancement, in order to make Food Enthusiasts and Gpurmets a little less pretentious.

Fixed several strings.

Fixed two rare issues preventing people to play on load.
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Fixed sensitivity on ChefAdvisor Panel

Reviews from previous games will no longer show up on a new game.

Fixed some tutorials.

Slightly improved performances when a lot of customers are in the restaurant.

The game now run in borderless window mode by default, to prevent crashes while reducing it to icon.

. December 5th - Early Access Release Date:

We finally have a release date for Chef - A Restaurant Tycoon Game. Sharpen your knifes, because Chef will be available on
the 5th of December! Of the current year!
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We will share more info about the game in the next days, stay tuned!

. New Trailer and slightly adjusted release date!:
We're getting closer to the release date, meaning that we needed a new, shiny trailer! In it you won't only be able to hear the
terrific voice over of Ed Kelly, it also features the massive improvements we made to the game in the last months. And since we
keep working on it, it will in an even better shape for the release!

Release that we moved of a single day, the game will come out on December 6th.

Jokes aside, we only encountered a minor bureaucratic issue, but now nothing will prevent the Early Access release of Chef!. 
Patch 01 - Changelog:
The first patch for Chef is out! It solved many different things, but we are not over yet, so expect a new update in the next
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hours!

We also reduced the initial challenge, balancing some costs.

Changelog

Fixed the save issues with Skill Points. Old save games will be fully compatible, and all skill points spent have been
restored!

Added tutorials to Chef Advisor

Added tutorials to the Ingredients Panel

Reduced and balanced the cost of all Policies

Removed a few Alerts from the tutorial phase, to avoid confusion.

Staff salaries reduced

Fixed a minor bug on a restaurant preventing some items to be placed on a single wall

Game is now fully compatible with 21:9 screens

We are not done yet, expect all major issues to be fixed very soon. Thank you for your support and patience!.  Patch 18 -
v0.5.4.4 Changelog:
While we are working on the first big updates for Chef, we found some time to fix some issues and release a new patch!

Changelog

Fixed an issue related to savegames which could reduce the kitchen's performances

Added a graphic option to select the details of organic models, to let the game run smoother on low-end GPUs.

Fixed the "internal shadows" option to work properly.

Fixed the popularity perk not updating in the Restaurants Panel

.  Patch 22 - v0.5.4.8 Changelog:
We released a new patch, addressing several issues and bringing some small features! In the meantime we keep working on the
first major update of the game: the city map!

Changelog

Placing items is now easier and pressing Shift allow for a precise placement of all items.

Fixed some issues related to pausing and resuming the game

Added an alert to inform the player in case the menu setup brought all potential customers to zero.

Added an alert to inform the player in case there's a missing tool in the kitchen that's needed for some recipes.

Achievements can now be properly unlocked, but they do appear once the game is closed. We are aware of the issue and
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will soon fix it, but in the meantime they can finally be unlocked!
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